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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd and the opinions expressed therein 
are those of Zurich Insurance Group Ltd as of the date of the release and are subject to change without notice. 

This document has been produced solely for informational purposes. All information contained in this document has 
been compiled and obtained from sources believed to be reliable and credible but no representation or warranty, 
express or implied, is made by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd or any of its subsidiaries (the ‘Group’) as to their accuracy 
or completeness.

This document is not intended to be legal, underwriting, financial, investment or any other type of professional 
advice. The Group disclaims any and all liability whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance upon this document. 
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, statements that 
are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans, developments or objectives. Undue reliance should not be 
placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties 
and can be affected by numerous unforeseeable factors. 

The subject matter of this document is also not tied to any specific insurance product nor will it ensure coverage 
under any insurance policy. 

This document may not be distributed or reproduced either in whole, or in part, without prior written permission of 
Zurich Insurance Group Ltd, Mythenquai 2, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Neither Zurich Insurance Group Ltd nor any of its 
subsidiaries accept liability for any loss arising from the use or distribution of this document. This document does not 
constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction. 

Zurich Insurance Group
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Introductions 

Steve Tyrrell – UK Information Governance Officer for Zurich since 2017. 

– Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)

More on roles later but headline: 

– Responsible for knowing where data is and how we use it 

Introductions and Purpose
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Purpose of the presentation 
To explain:

- How Information Governance, Data Security and Data 
Protection are overlapping but differing topics
- How good routines and management support compliance with 
GDPR
- The types of risks you will have 
- Mitigation of risks with some basic controls to help you keep 
your data under control



• Introduction
• Why worry about Data?
• GDPR Quick reminder
• Data control roles & considerations
• Basic Controls to help manage your data
• IT security basic considerations
• Training approaches
• Fraud considerations
• Links to sources of more information

We will share the slides after…they contain some 
detail we won’t discuss in the presentation so it should 
help if you review them offline afterwards.

This slide deck is shared for use by Zurich Community Trust and their selected partners and is not for wider sharing nor should it be seen as legal advice, nor advice by Zurich or Zurich Community Trust that 
could be relied upon by an individual or organization to meet their regulatory or legal requirements. The UK IGO for Zurich has provided this as a simple guide to Information Governance and security. If in 
doubt then professional advice should be sought specific to your organization.

Agenda 
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TIP
Look out for these  yellow boxes…they are aimed at helping you think about your own 
situations



Why should I worry about data and Information?
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Data Breaches can affect organisations of all types and sizes – fines are 
increasing in size and frequency
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The Information Commissioner's Office 
has fined DSG Retail Limited £500,000 
after a 'point of sale' computer system 
was compromised

The statistics made available by the ICO show that there were 447 data breaches involving UK 
charities in the 12 months to the end of March. ... More than 300 charities were among a total of 
1,348 organisations which took part in the Cyber Security Breaches Survey, the findings from which 
were published in late March. (See useful links for more info from ICO)

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014FqnoExM-zVW2QAR_pXUXpGelZnn4xWZeTW0CSGPX5--psD9esIn3FUkNO1c_ta4PdFwTJi8T7cpPMUC7VJKekQ6vHWM-i1mVIRA07mF5Cmw6cr1YqYqAUr6XeAEzoPR0ZLkWRx9jHl2esE2cXcVSuw7Nzc7js9Cev9zT-KTaQ8HiGVQN333nYPVvLxkvkN1M3kZs7aSUB1D1KT3dKp80o4ygejCmvJ_ZFO8CpN61QqXv51kOXUg-biEfmmPndrq&c=NVjkxCo_dPMeevP56x06w5w-aG_xZTHf5u1RyXlPbvVIwoygMADMrg==&ch=JE84EjcE7gwvrd95gzc4a1bWIMQFvTFjnzXsoFnKBxzkr2RSro-iOA==__;!!FVajH6CFHhmYMuQ!vTKQwhnav6I_asecASnxuHfIKDoM4Dw9YgsBdFAhSclT8_ZH1q2-f6ErV2KYbN7Shnoo$


A Data Breach: -

• On top of a possible fine you may get court cases from multiple claimants 

• All of which will damage your brand and your ability to find or retain customers and supporters.   

However, many simple processes will help reduce the risks. This where Information Governance comes in. 

Why should I worry about data and Information?
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This advert is the first hit you get on Google if you search “Data Breaches UK”
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• GDPR was introduced by the EU in May 2018 to 
protect the privacy of a person’s information

• It followed on from the Data Protection Act of 
1998 and in many areas there was little change

• Is largely unaffected by Brexit – The UK has its 
own data protection regulation aligned to GDPR

• The GDPR is built on 7 key principles of 
processing personal data and also reinforced or 
introduces some rights for the individual. 

Let’s get this 4 letter word out of the way first….

Introduction to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
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The UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) site 
is extremely simple to navigate and very helpful and 
worth checking out as it gives advice to organizations 
and has a specific charity section.

https://ico.org.uk/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/in-your-
sector/charity/

https://ico.org.uk/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/in-your-sector/charity/


• Data Subject – An identifiable person who can be identified directly or indirectly by reference to detail 
related to them. 

• Personal Data* – Any information attributable to a data subject. Maybe directly related e.g. name, 
date of birth , or indirectly e.g. Post code, IP address of computer. 

• Special Category Data – personal data that also reveals Racial origin, ethnic origin, political belief, 
philosophical belief, Trade Union membership, types of medical data including biometrics, genetic, 
health etc. 

• Processing – any operation or set of operations that involve use of Personal data. Just storing data 
classes as processing. 

*Also known as P.I.I. personal identifiable Information

Amongst other requirements, GDPR requires you to:

• Know where this data is, how you use it and be transparent about that use to the individual. 

• You must also be able to justify why you have that data and how long you intend to keep it for. 

• You must keep data records accurate if they are being used 

• You must provide that data to a data subject if requested (Subject Access Request – SAR) 

GDPR basic terminology

Introduction to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
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TIP
Often the reason you are able to hold personal data is because you have consent from the individual – consider how you 
record and store this and whether working from home affects that process. 



9
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TIP
A good 
example of 
when to do a 
DPIA would 
be the 
changing 
working 
practices 
brought in by 
Covid19 
lockdown. 
Do a DPIA to 
confirm you 
have 
considered 
privacy 
impacts. 



The IGO reports to a senior manager who is the Data owner and accountable for data.

IGO role is to ensure data is kept safe and secure by making sure we have the right business approach
and awareness.

The IGO makes sure all colleagues understand how to classify and handle data.

They keep us safe by:

• Informing us about any data policy, giving guidance and monitoring this

– Helping, maintaining and advising on policy or the data risks

– Working daily with any Data Custodians* (If org is large enough)

– Implementing tools/processes: more to follow

– Scanning all external emails to make sure there’s no data leakage 

– Working with the Data Protection Team

The IGO team look after personal data as well as the confidential company data we hold.

IGO also tries to ensure all the various projects and initiatives are joined up with all the data experts.

Early engagement with projects or new activity is key.

*Any large department should have an individual who is responsible, as part of their role, for data
handling in that Department. In Zurich we call these Data Custodians.

Information Governance Officer (IGO) – Overview
Keeping our data under control – where is it / what is it / how do we use it
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How do the various ‘data’  teams fit together (Larger Organisation)

IGO – Overview 
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Information Governance 
Ensuring the Business is in 

control of its data. Data doesn’t 
get out unless it’s appropriate

Legal and contracts

Control of data ‘sweet spot’ 
That’s where any handling 

of data needs to be 
governed

Data Protection: 
ensuring the business
knows how to 
adhere to data 
regulation

Information Security
Protecting IT systems 

from 
external intrusion

Public
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How does this work in a small company?

Structure

Information Governance 
Ensuring the Business is 

in control of its data. 

Legal and contracts

Data Protection: 
knowing how to 
adhere to data 
regulation

Information 
Security

Protecting 
IT systems 

Small organisations are likely to have 

one or 2 individuals who fulfil all these 

roles.
Co-ordination is easier but trade offs 

will be needed as to how 

knowledgeable they are on each topic

The key is to know who’s 
responsible and ensuring 
that role is visible to the 
wider business

TIP:
Small Companies won’t need a DPO – don’t 

give that title to a role unless you are 
willing to register them with the ICO. 



Define roles

– Who is the data owner? - accountable for the data in your organisation

– Is there a data custodian? – delegated by the data owner to be “responsible” for the 
tasks that keep the data safe

Basic Controls for smaller organisations to consider
Who does what?
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Responsible – does the work, undertakes 
the checks to satisfy the data owner that 
data is in control – usually middle 
management level

Public

Accountable – On the hook, 
liable to a regulator, or a 
Board/Committee. Usually an
Executive or Senior Manager 



• Policies – have clear simple guidance for your colleagues/teams on how you expect data to be 
handled. Consider:
– Clear desk policy/ nothing sensitive visible unless attended
– Email and data sharing policy (Include password protection and encryption of shared private data) 

– Simple tools like Adobe, WinZip etc can do this. 
– Out of hours desks /offices etc must be locked
– Retention policy – don’t keep data forever – agree why you keep the date and when it will be 

deleted
– Back up processes , who does back ups and how often
– Induction for new starters – have a set of basic processes that they must know before they start 

work. 

• Reinforce the policies with simple operational checks (if you have an office) and keep a record:
– Clear desk checks – both in hours and out of hours, include whether PCs are screen locked, loose 

paper on desks, mobile devices not left unattended and unlocked, drawers locked etc
– Locker checks – are they locked at all times, do you allow data to be stored in them?
– Monitoring of shared files and folders on servers – Restrict access, who has access, how often do 

you check?
– Keep simple data inventories and data flows and refresh annually
– Annually review Retention rules and spot check they are adhered to

Basic Controls for smaller businesses to consider
Ensuring information is secured across the business landscape
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TIP
Don’t forget volunteers– If they arrive for a short time to do some work then leave – what is important to let them 
know? – maybe a handout sheet? If working for longer then include them in elements of induction training 



TIP
Don’t forget to consider where you share data with other charities / partners when considering inventories and 
flows

• Create a basic inventory on a spreadsheet 

– What is the data object (e.g. a personnel file)? – keep it high level – don’t try to account for every 
document in a file. 

– Where is it stored?  - HR laptop and database on the server, hard copy in file cabinet on 2nd floor. 

– Where are backups? – are they separate to protect from ransomware or a fire

– Why do you have it? – purpose, use etc

– How long do you retain it and why? – be very clear in case this gets challenged – e.g. Legal 
requirement, tax requirement, to provide references

– What classification does it have? – is it Public, Internal use, Confidential or Highly Confidential 
(Special category data)  

• Also, consider creating a basic data flow of where data moves, a simple flow chart will suffice, e.g. 
from HR to the manager.

– Every time it moves, how is the data protected e.g. password or encrypted transfer? 

– If hard copy, how would you know if it didn’t arrive? If you don’t know then create an action list to 
find out.

These simple processes highlight where your data is, what data you are worried about and can be used 
to highlights risks being taken. You can then create a log of action taken. All of these steps help in a 
defence case if a breach were to happen. They may also get you back up and running quicker.

Link to ICO advice and templates in the ‘Useful links’ Section

How do you know where your data is?
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Brexit and international data transfers?
• Now that it is no longer an EU member state, the UK 

has been reclassified as a ‘third country’. 
• This may affect data transfer for UK organisations 

until the end of the transition period.

• Under the EU GDPR, the transfer of personal data 
from the EEA to third countries is permitted only in 
certain circumstances:

• If the European Commission has issued an 

adequacy decision, stating there’s an adequate 
level of data protection.

• If appropriate safeguards are in place, such as 
SCCs (standard contractual clauses).

• Based on approved codes of conduct. 

However as yet there is no trade deal and no 

Adequacy agreement.  

Flow of data into and out of UK.

A quick note on contracts…..
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• If you have completed data flows and inventories then you should know where your data is and 
which third parties you share it with.

• If the data never leaves the UK then standard contracts will suffice. 

Two words we never heard of a few years ago…

Schrems - 16 July 2020
The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has 

announced its judgement in the Schrems II case. The 
court has decided that the protection provided by the 
EU-US Data Protection Shield is not adequate and is 
therefore no longer a legal instrument for the transfer 

of personal data from the EU to the US. However, it 
considers that Standard Contractual Clauses for the 
transfer of personal data to data controllers and/or 
processors established in third countries remain valid. 

TIP
Don’t forget Cloud services – Amazon Web, Office 365, SalesForce, Microsoft Dynamics etc. that may host your data 
in other countries

Keep your eye on the ICO website for updates. You may wish to seek advice for your contracts if you 
have personal data going to and from the EEA or to the USA, or consider if the data can all be 
hosted in the UK. 



There are lots of simple things you can do to protect yourself and your organisation

Ensure you have basic security on your devices:

• Enable a firewall such as Windows defender
– Get virus scanning enabled – some simple free ones are available but you get better protection and more 

features (Such as password managers)  with paid for services*.

• Make sure your passwords are difficult to guess and don’t share them
– Include non alphabetic characters
– Make them longer – like a phrase – longer is harder to ‘force’ crack e.g. 3 words ‘bagbottlehead!’

• Make sure any software updates are accepted as soon as possible as most are to close gaps in device security

• Switch on Encryption on devices
If possible encrypt your data storage or hard drives – less worry if they are stolen

• If data is held overnight in premises / offices make sure it is secure

• Have access to your premises controlled via badges or locked doors/keypads

• Don’t store your backups in the same office as your server – consider cloud backups that won’t get destroyed if 
your office catches fire. 

*You need to balance cost vs security – nothing will protect against determined attack. More controls in embedded document

Basic IT Controls for smaller organisations to consider
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More  basic IT 

controls

TIP
Don’t forget volunteers– What IT equipment do they use? – should you check they have anti virus or basic 
windows defender? – or perhaps limit the data they are sent if you do share data with them. Many of the 
tips on data will also be valuable for their own personal data. 



Cyber attacks come in many shapes and sizes, but the vast majority are very basic in nature 

UK Government has produced Cyber Essentials for organisations so you can refer to their guidance and consider if 
you can certify that your organisation complies. Cyber Essentials is a simple but effective, Government backed 
scheme, that will help you to protect your organisation, whatever its size, against a whole range of the most common 
cyber attacks.

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/cyberessentials/overview

There are two levels of certification:

Cyber Essentials (Cost £300 plus VAT)

A self assessment gives you protection against a wide variety of the most common cyber attacks. This is important 
because vulnerability to simple attacks can mark you out as target for more in-depth unwanted attention from cyber 
criminals and others. Cyber Essentials shows you how to address the basics and prevent the most common attacks.

Cyber Essentials Plus (costs: Apply for an audit and a quote) 

Cyber Essentials Plus still has the Cyber Essentials trademark simplicity of approach, and the protections you need to 
put in place are the same, but for Cyber Essentials Plus a hands-on technical verification is carried out.

Alternatively you can familiarise yourself with cyber security terminology, gaining enough knowledge to begin 
securing your IT.

Basic IT Controls for smaller organisations to consider
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https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/cyberessentials/overview


• Training

– Invest time in some basic training for colleagues

– Your biggest vulnerability is your people

• Key topics 

– Your policies (Inc password policy) 

– Awareness

– Physical security

– Phishing and Spear Phishing

Phishing are emails that prompt you to take action/click on a link – often designed to look like real 
emails from known suppliers - Amazon etc 

When you click the link you could download malware (malicious Software) such as a key logger (tracks 
your keyboard activity) or Ransomware – locks and encrypts your whole PC and can’t be fixed without 
a code you have to pay for (And it may not work)

Lots of online articles on this topic e.g. https://blog.malwarebytes.com/101/2018/09/6-sure-signs-
someone-is-phishing-you-besides-email/

What do you look for…? (See next slide)

Basic Controls for smaller businesses to consider
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TIP
Remember Phishing can come via text message too, or ‘Vishing- a voice call to get you to give data over the 
phone. If you are uncertain , hang up and ring the company direct on your normal contact number to check it 
is them.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/101/2018/09/6-sure-signs-someone-is-phishing-you-besides-email/


Below is an example of a message received by many.

It has all the items that identifies this as a Phishing message. 

‾ The message is not addressed to you personally

‾ It is prompting you take action.

‾ The text often looks unusual and often has errors (Although not always)

Training topics – Phishing
Basic Controls for smaller businesses to consider
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TIP
Before you click on anything – look at the address line in email to see who actually sent it – phishing will usually 
look strange e.g rather than “Service @ amazon.com “ it will look unusual “servicedeskAmazon@Filestore.com”.

mailto:servicedeskAmazon@Filestore.com
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At Zurich we created ‘A day in the life of data’ to explain how data needs to be controlled if 
you are not working in the office. Covid-19 means many more are working from home. You 
could adapt this for your own use. 

These are a few examples,  the full version is included at the end of this presentation.
21

Time Home Good behaviours Training Guides / Tips 

9am Working 
through 
emails, 
conference 
calls,
phone calls

• Use your agreed video / telephony conferencing 
tools 

• If accepting or making calls to/from customers find 
a quiet location where you can't be easily 
overheard and then shred* any handwritten notes 
– consider taking notes on your device to then save 
appropriately

• *Confirm with your data protection team, IGO, IT, 
what shredder should be used 

10.30
am

Make a cup of 
tea 

• Lock your screen by using “Win+L” or “Ctrl+alt+del” 
and make sure any paper it is locked away

• Reset your password before it expires. Reminders 
will start popping up about before it’s due to 
expire. The advice is to reset your password sooner 
rather than later

• In case someone visits your home (delivery driver) 
they could take a picture of your laptop containing 
company or customer data 

• Resetting your password in the office before you 
work from home is preferable

End of 
day

Back home • Shutdown your laptop (not sleep/hibernate). This 
allows any updates to be applied

• Put any papers away or shred them 
• Put the laptop away if you are going out

• Operate a clear desk policy at home as you would 
at work

• Your friends/family are not authorised to see your 
business data, the data of our customers or 
employees. 

A day in the life of data – working at home/away from the office 

Training topics – Don’t just think about data when people are in an Office



• A simple plan of who to call, who has responsibility and simple steps to take will get you started.

• A cyber attack will need professional support – or be prepared to lose your data

– How do you recover? 

– Do you have backups? 

– Are backups kept off site? 

• 72 hours from breach confirmation to notify the regulator

Remember – nothing can guarantee you’ll never have a breach, but having documented controls and 
processes in place to limit the type or number of breaches will be very beneficial if you have to have 
a regulator conversation, talk to the press, or write to people saying you have lost data.

Have a plan and make sure you team know the 72 hour ICO reporting deadline

Training topics – Breaches
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TIP
As well as protecting data, you are protecting the reputation of your organisation.  



Anatomy of a Fraud

Wire Transfer Fraud
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Bob Alice

Fraudster Controlled 
Bank Account

Fraudster

1. Fraudster silently monitors Alice’s email 
communications. When the 
conversation moves toward a 
discussion of payment options, the 
fraudster inserts themselves into the 
email chain to provide fraudulent 
payment information.

2. Using a fake email account, fraudster 
poses as Bob in an attempt to create a 
new email chain (to control both sides 
of the conversation)

3. Fraudster poses as Alice and inserts 
fraudulent bank account details into 
conversation with Bob

4. Bob transfers proceeds to Fraudster 
Controlled Bank Account

Fraudster intercepts and blocks 
direct communication

1

234
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Training topics : Training and awareness can help limit breaches and fraud. 



Could this happen to me?

– You’ve just been shown an actual incident involving someone who works for Zurich and this happened on 
their personal account (They are happy for us to use this incident as a real world case study).

– Fortunately, in this particular case they listened to their instincts and at the very last moment just prior to 
‘hitting send’ decided to contact the beneficiary and query the change in bank details – it’s at this point the 
fraud was detected.

– This can happen at Work or home. 

Similar Frauds also happen 

– Invoice Fraud where a fake invoice is sent to you seemingly from a reputable company e.g. Zurich but with 
the wrong bank details . 

– The other is when you get an urgent email or phone call from what appears to be your CEO or Senior 
Manager asking you to urgently transfer funds – it’s a fake so you lose the money. Initiate a double check 
mechanism such as via text message to confirm with the individual it is really them. 

– This also happens in house moves occasionally when people transfer funds to solicitors to buy property… so 
useful for personal finances too!

Things to consider

Wire Transfer Fraud
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• Pick up the phone and verify the authenticity of the email/message. Use a phone number provided to you 
from a previous conversation (not the one included in the suspicious message) and verify if they really 
contacted you with a change request.

• Closely review the sender details. Double check to see if the email address is correct or if there are any 
spelling errors, such as added or omitted letters.

• Look to see if they “spoofed” the email address by clicking the “reply” button. Do not reply to the message. 
Instead, inspect the email address in the “To” section to see if it matches with the sender details in the 
original email.

• Check with your department on what to do when new account details are provided and if any holds need to 
be placed on the account. 

Steps to mitigate against / prevent Wire Transfer Fraud

Wire Transfer Fraud
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• Change your password to a strong and complex password, and consider enabling two-factor authentication

• If it’s your personal email account, consider creating a new email account altogether, and associating your new 
email address to all of your existing online accounts. Then close down your old email account

• Don’t use the same password for every account – consider a password manager that comes with some anti virus 
software packages

What should I do if I think I’ve been the subject of a fraud

• Report to Action Fraud - https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/

• Report the matter to your bank’s fraud department

• Keep an eye out for any suspicious transactions on your bank statements

• Exercising a heightened level of vigilance given that the fraudster may continue attempt to exploit the situation. 

• If you believe that the message is suspicious, and you have IT support or security support, report it to them with 
your usual phishing report process. 

What to do if you suspect your personal email account has been compromised?

Wire Transfer Fraud
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https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/


• Know where your data is 

• Know how it is classified

• Identify where it commonly moves to

• Have staff training on data security and protection =- include phishing and 
password rules –

• Understand how data moves around your organisation and where it leaves it. 

• Identify if it is appropriately governed and protected

• Your biggest controllable risk are the people you work with – are they aware of 
what is needed

• Implement basic security and back up processes – they will help protect if the 
worst happens

• If you have data moving into and out of the EU or USA then ensure if 3rd parties 
are involved you have appropriate clauses in contracts (Monitor EU and ICO 
guidance)

In summary
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• Q. We’re offering a lot of our services over the 
phone at the moment. Are there any things we 
need to particularly consider in terms of doing 
this in a GDPR compliant way / ensuring good 
information security?

• Q. As most of our client contact is over the phone 
or via video link, are there any particular 
considerations we should be making around 
gaining and recording consent?

Questions sent in
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From ICO website (See appendix for links on consent and legitimate 

interest.

Check identification and verification is happening – how do 
you know you are talking to the right person? 

If you are recording video or voice, work out why you are 
doing it. You may have  ‘legitimate interest’ to do so and then 
you must disclose this at outset,  you’ll be familiar with ‘This 
call is recorded for quality and training purposes’ 

How long do you keep the recording and what for? Does that 
match your fair processing notices and disclaimer on the call? 

Think about the security of where you store all recordings 
and how access is managed and when you will delete them. 

If you are videoing chats or calls it is good practice to ask for 
consent but you’ll need to decide what to do if someone says 
“no” , or asks “What for?”, or “How long you will keep it?”.

If you don’t have a legitimate interest, or a regulatory 
requirement to keep the data then you may need consent.  
You also need to make sure you know if someone has 
requested that you don’t contact them.

Consider a central secure  repository for storing consent –
perhaps on a shared cloud service with password access. 

Tip
Be extra cautious about recording children, accidentally recording other people or 
capturing personal data in video that may be published external to your organisation. 



Pre-supplied Questions
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• Q. What have you seen / what do you 
consider to be the biggest potential 
points of weakness in relation to 
information security when people are 
working from home and what should 
we look out for?

• Q. Our offices / premises where 
data is stored have been empty for 
some time. Do you have any top 
tips on how we can maintain 
suitable data security for our hard 
copy data?

• People are the biggest weakness – so what training 
have you given them? See ‘A day in the Life of data’ 
attached

• Are they making sensitive calls in front of family 
members?

• What are they printing and where are they disposing of 
it?

• Can they download and store data on USB sticks?  You 
may not be able to do anything about it if they are 
using own equipment, but have to told them they are 
not allowed? 

• Are they locking their laptop screen when they walk 
away from it. 

• Do they have a lockable place to put paperwork or 
sensitive documents? If not can you move to digital 
documents? 

• Physical security
– Is security on site in shared building? Do they patrol night 

and day?
– Is there CCTV? – CCTV systems are reasonably cheap 

nowadays
– Is there an alarm?
– Do you have a key register? Who has access to keys?
– Are sensitive documents locked away? How secure is the 

lock? 
• Other

– Would any of the documents be valuable to a thief – it’s 
unlikely – it would more likely to be equipment left in the 
office – so are drives encrypted and passwords complex 
enough?

– Are USB sticks/portable drives locked away?
– Is your data backup off site? 
– Are your most critical items in fireproof safes or do you 

have duplicates held elsewhere. 
– Consider routine visits to check premises. 



Pre-supplied Questions
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• Q. You spoke about checking where you data is 
stored – in Europe or the US and also on the 
cloud. How would someone go about checking 
this?

• If it’s a personal account then it should be in 
the fair processing notice or privacy notice 
linked to that provider – if it’s a corporate 
contract type then it will be contained in the 
legal agreement. Most major providers make 
this quite clear and give you a choice for 
business accounts when you first engage –
even if hosted outside the UK they are all 
required to comply with GDPR so you can 
always just ask them via the ‘contact us’ links 
in most sites. 

• Q. How often should we be changing our 
passwords? 

• For work devices I’d recommend routinely – up to each 
company how often – you need to balance safety vs 
inconvenience. I’ve seen monthly or quarterly as 
options. For personal devices I’d say if the password is 
strong then only when you feel you need top – e.g. if 
you have that linked to a provider who has a breach –
for this reason it’s good not to use the same password 
in all sites as you’d have to change it everywhere 
otherwise.

Best advice is to have bespoke passwords for each site. 
A good password manger software may tell you how 
strong your password are and how often you replicate 
them across sites. Note – if you have a weak email 
password then you are vulnerable as once a hacker gets 
your email they can then use that access to reset 
passwords in some cases – so that is where you should 
have a more unique and stronger password. 



Thank You
Useful Links
ICO Pages
https://ico.org.uk/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/in-your-sector/charity/
http://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/accountability-and-
governance/documentation/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-
processing/legitimate-interests/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/consent/what-is-valid-consent/

Action Fraud
https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/

More technical info on contracts
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/international-dimension-data-protection/eu-us-data-transfers_en
https://gdpr-info.eu/chapter-5/

Cyber Essentials
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cyber-essentials-scheme-overview
Charity and GDPR Breaches
https://www.thirdsector.co.uk/charities-got-head-start-gdpr-ico-fines-says-dma-executive/fundraising/article/1465446

Appendices follow on:
A day in the life of Data
Wire Transfer Fraud
Data Flow template example
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Time Home Good behaviours Training Guides / Tips 

9am Log in to your 
VPN (Virtual 
Private 
Network)

• Login to the VPN for a minimum of four hours (confirm 

with your IT how long to log on) a week to receive updates 
and remain fully protected

• Only use applications approved by your company. 
Downloading an unapproved piece of software corrupts 
your device and could damage our network

Connect to the VPN immediately after you turn on your 
device to ensure a secure connection
• If you’re not sure if an application is appropriate, then 

contact your IT Helpdesk

Working 
through emails, 
conference 
calls,
phone calls

• Use your agreed video / telephony conferencing tools 
• If accepting or making calls to/from customers find a 

quiet location where you can't be easily overheard and 
then shred* any handwritten notes – consider taking 
notes on your device to then save appropriately

• *Confirm with your data protection, IGO, IT what 
shredder should be used 

10.30
am

Make a cup of 
tea 

• Lock your screen by using “Win+L” or “Ctrl+alt+del” and 
make sure any paper it is locked away

• Reset your password before it expires. Reminders will 
start popping up about before it’s due to expire. The 
advice is to reset your password sooner rather than 
later

• In case someone visits your home (delivery driver) they 
could take a picture of your laptop containing company 
or customer data 

• Resetting your password in the office before you work 
from home is preferable

10.45
am

Working 
through emails, 
conference calls

• Report any suspicious messages by forwarding to your IT 
department 

• Don’t click on any links contained in suspicious looking 
emails

Remember that phishing (or voice calls – vishing) also uses 
current events such as sports or world events to make you 
want to click on links.

1pm  Lunch break • Personal use of internet and email Refresh your knowledge about your companies approach 
to personal use of the internet and email. 

2.30
pm

Documentation • Only connect to approved printers
• Don’t use an unapproved USB sticks to store data. In 

most cases companies only allow certain users to put 
data on to an approved USB stick

• Use OneNote or Notes on your device rather than 
collecting hard copy data 

• If you must have hard copy data then lock it away until 
you take it back to the office or shred it, if you have an 
approved shredder 

A day in the life of data – working at home/away from the office

FULL DECK 
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Time Home Good Zurich behaviours Training Guides / Tips 

3.00
pm 

Head to client 
meeting on the 
train 

• Work on the train with a privacy screen in place
• If you’re not sure about the authenticity of the WIFI 

connection, you could try using a personal hotspot 
through your work mobile if you have one

• Laptops, mobiles and papers can be easily stolen on a 
train, or outside your normal working environment. 

• Make sure establishing a VPN connection is the first thing 
you do, even when you’re connecting through an external 
WIFI

• If you don’t, a third party could access your laptop via the 
unsecure WIFI and install malicious software

• If you’re meeting is not in a business or secure 
environment, then take your device and documentation 
with you, or have it locked away, when you need to leave 
the meeting room 

3.15pm Use of mobiles • Have automatic updates on your phone switched on 
• Don’t use WhatsApp or similar for confidential 

messages

• Ensure your mobile is switched to automatically download 
updates - “Settings, General, Software Update, Automatic 
Updates – switched to on” 

End of 
day

Back home • Shutdown your laptop (not sleep/hibernate). This 
allows any updates to be applied

• Put any papers away or shred them 
• Put the laptop away if you are going out

• Operate a clear desk policy at home as you would at work
• Your friends/family are not authorised to see your 

business data, the data of our customers or employees. 

Training topics –Don’t just think about data when people are in the Office
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A day in the life of data – working at home/away from the office 



Training topics
Training and awareness can help limit breaches and fraud. 
FULL EXAMPLE
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Bob Alice

1. Bob is the appointed executor in the will of a deceased family member

2. Bob sends an email to his sister (Alice) requesting her bank details so that he can arrange the 
transfer of her share of the proceeds from the estate

3. Alice replies to Bob with her bank details

Account Number: 12345678
Sort Code: 010203
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This is an example of some of the training we provide to our data custodians to roll out to the UK business. 
Wire Transfer Fraud – why a password policy is important



Wire Transfer Fraud
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Alice

1. Unbeknown to Alice, her personal information, including email address and password was previously stolen 
following a cyber attack against the acme.com shopping website. The incident resulted in a data breach 
impacting over 3 million customers worldwide.

2. Armed with this information, the fraudster was able to successfully gain access to (hijack) multiple email 
accounts, allowing the fraudster to assume each victim’s identity.

3. Unfortunately for Alice, she had reused the same username (email address) and password for multiple online 
accounts, including her own email account, resulting in account compromise.

alice@gmail.com

Acme.com

alice@gmail.com

Password: XXXXX
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Anatomy of a Fraud

Wire Transfer Fraud
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Bob Alice

Fraudster Controlled 
Bank Account

Fraudster

1. Fraudster silently monitors Alice’s email 
communications. When the 
conversation moves toward a 
discussion of payment options, the 
fraudster inserts themselves into the 
email chain to provide fraudulent 
payment information.

2. Using a fake email account, fraudster 
poses as Bob in an attempt to create a 
new email chain (to control both sides 
of the conversation)

3. Fraudster poses as Alice and inserts 
fraudulent bank account details into 
conversation with Bob

4. Bob transfers proceeds to Fraudster 
Controlled Bank Account

Fraudster intercepts and blocks 
direct communication

1

234

Public



• Could this happen to me?

– You’ve just been shown an actual incident involving someone who works for Zurich and this happened on 
their personal account (They are happy for us to use this incident as a real world case study).

– Fortunately, in this particular case they listened to their instincts and at the very last moment just prior to 
‘hitting send’ decided to contact the beneficiary and query the change in bank details – it’s at this point the 
fraud was detected.

– This was clearly a near miss incident, but could so easily happen to anyone, including you, your friends, or 
loved ones. This can happen at Work or home. 

– IT can also be linked to people sending email pretending to be the CEO asking for payment to be made 
urgently to a bank account . Consider having a back up check, via text message maybe to cover such 
instances

Things to consider

Wire Transfer Fraud
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• Pick up the phone and verify the authenticity of the email. Use a phone number provided to you from a 
previous conversation (not the one included in the suspicious message) and verify if they really contacted you 
with a change request.

• Closely review the sender details. Double check to see if the email address is correct or if there are any 
spelling errors, such as added or omitted letters.

• Look to see if they “spoofed” the email address by clicking the “reply” button. Do not reply to the message. 
Instead, inspect the email address in the “To” section to see if it matches with the sender details in the 
original email.

• Check with your department on what to do when new account details are provided and if any holds need to 
be placed on the account. 

Steps to mitigate against / prevent Wire Transfer Fraud

Wire Transfer Fraud
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• Change your password to a strong and complex password, and consider enabling two-factor authentication

• If it’s your personal email account, consider creating a new email account altogether, and associating your new 
email address to all of your existing online accounts. Then close down your old email account

• Don’t use the same password for every account – consider a password manger

• Report to Action Fraud - https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/

• Report the matter to your bank’s fraud department

• Keep an eye out for any suspicious transactions on your bank statements

• Exercising a heightened level of vigilance given that the fraudster may continue attempt to exploit the situation. If 
it’s a work related matter

• If you believe that the message is suspicious, report it by using the Phish reporter button in Outlook or forward the 
email “as-is” to your relevant report phishing process. 

What to do if you suspect your personal email account has been compromised?

Wire Transfer Fraud
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Consider the information lifecycle

Data Flow Analysis
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Create
Who creates the data? PII? SPII? Minors?

Which legal basis – contract, consent or 
legitimate interest?
Has disclosure document been issued?

What is classification of data?

Store
Where is it stored? 
Which applications / data bases?

Is there duplication in different locations?
Are 3rd parties involved in storing the data?

Are data processing agreements in place?

Use
Who is using the data? 3rd parties?

How is the data being used?
Processers and Controllers?
Which applications are processing it?

What it the purpose for using it?
What is the legal basis for using it?
If not due to contract, do we have 

defendable legitimate interest or right 

level of consent documented?

Is automated decision making involved?

Share
With whom is the data shared?

Where are they located?

Internal and/or external users?

How is the data transferred?
How is it protected during transfer?

Processors or Controllers?

Archive
For how long is the data kept and why (legal 

retention vs. business need)?

Where is the data archived? Internally or 

externally, using 3rd parties?
How is archived data protected?

Stored outside of the EU?

Destroy
Who is ensuring that all instances 
of data are destroyed once the 

retention period has expired?
Are mechanisms in place to destroy 

data automatically? Does this 
include data stored by 3rd parties?
Who is responsible for destroying 

the data? 3rd party service 

providers?

Public



• Lists/spreadsheets– do we send these, 

to who and do we send every piece of 

data (when its not needed)

• External reviews – what are people 

printing, saving, or taking out of the 

branch to customer/client visits?

• Technical performance reviews– what 

information, if any, is captured, 

printed, downloaded?

• Call recording – where does this 

feature – where are these calls 

stored? 

Key considerations for the Data Flow session

• Do we utilise Free Format Text Boxes?

• Are there any ad-hoc report creations

• External Websites they access?

i.e. surveymonkey?

• Where do you send data to other 
countries and receive? – needed for 
Brexit /Schrems

• Follow up: do we input sensitive data to 

these websites?

• Manual creation of letters – storing locally 

on their drives

• Client data – do we send to suppliers? In 

what forms?

42
Public
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Department – Process – Contact Name
GDPR Process & System Assessment (Example)
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Where do you 
receive data? 

Data 
Flow

Control

Risk

Process 
step

Customer
Sharepoint 3rd parties Quote / Analyse data 

Local cabinets 
Restore 

System 
(s)

Data
Highly 
confidential 
data 

Highly 
confidential 
data 

Highly 
confidential 
data 

Highly 
confidential 
data 

Lotus Notes database
Lotus Notes Email 
Outlook   

OneDrive
Ecm

No customer data is 
stored on group 
sharepoint 

Emails sent via TLS UK Clear desk approach 

What do you do 
with the data? 

Where do you send 
the data? 

Admin / Storage Archive / Deletion

No contract in place with 
3rd party for data sharing

UK Access – needs to be 
locked down 

No deletion process for 
archived boxes, review 
of process

Shared Group sharepoint


